REG. WATER BOTTLES AND CAGES

ROTOS EASY TO INSTALL
ROOF AND TRUNK RACKS

Ref
1973

REG aero alloy cage and
bottle, push-pull
319
REG Aero water bottle,
push-pull
490
REG Large capacity bottle,
push-pull, pearl, blue, red,
pearlescent colors.
490.71 REG Large bottle with
custom logo
New REG Alloy Cage with flush
mounting, makes it more rigid. A
better mounting system with the same
REG Ergal construction. Braze-on
only.
2000 REG silver finish cage-Ergal
2500 REG black finish cage-Ergal

9188.60
9186.60

9187

9239.62

9190.63

ROTO BICYCLE STANDS

9200

A. Ref. 9187

Steel chromed
adjustable stand.
B. Ref. 9185 Steel Stand.
£
C. Ref. 185.50 Chromed s t £ ^
on wheels.
Ref. 9249 Steel
with plasticized
finish. This heavy duty repair
stand with tool tray
permits repairs with all
tools in easy
access.

ROTO Roof Racks
Ref. 9188.60 Heavy duty steel construction
throughout with plasticized finish. Non-marring
roof gutter attachments. Adjustable height and
width, all fittings alien head tools included. Will
accommodate up to 3 bicycles.
Ref. 9195 Same heavy duty steel construction
and non-marring fittings as the roofrack. Holds
bicycles rigidly-no tools needed. Trunk can be used with carrier attached.
Ref. 9190.60 Identical to 9188.60 except for
mountings which accommodate any kind of bike,
wheels do not have to be removed.
All Roof Racks will accept all accessories; s u ^
as:
^
Ref. 9190.63 extra mounts for any bicycle
Ref. 9188.63 extra mounts for 10 speed bikes
Ref. 9239 rear wheel lock
Ref. 9200 Ski holders

Ref
(B) 308 REG clear plastic bottle
(C) 308z REG clear bottle with Zeus logo
(D) 309 REG auxiliary bottle, fits rear seat stays above
brakes on most frame.
(E) REG water bottle, push-pull, available in red, white,
blue, green, orange, black, yellow and pearl.
(F) 313.71 REG bottle with Campy logo

(H) 390 REG bottle, push-pull, new Pearlescent colors:
blue, red, yellow, and pearl.
(I) 1970 REG steel cage, high quality, sturdy steel cage
(J) 1971 REG steel cage, for handlebar mounting
(L) 1975 REG alloy cage, silver finish, Ergal construction
(M) 1976 REG alloy cage, black finish, Ergal construction

